Speaker 1:  Wait, where's the library?

Speaker 2:  Hey, you look lost. It's gonna be okay. Come with me.

C. M. Flynn:  So, as you can see Neilson is under construction so Smith can build a truly 21st century library, designed by Maya Lin, with state-of-the-art facilities, innovative learning spaces, and amazing collections, all in one central location. But for me, you can still do almost all the things you used to do at Nielsen at our three campus libraries, Hillyer and Josten have great study spaces, and Young Library here in Bass Hall is now the main hub for library services, like picking up reserves, checking out books and DVDs and getting help with your research projects and papers.

Speaker 4:  Hillyer has amazing collections in art and architecture and I love going to Josten to explore music, theater, and dance. They even lend out ukuleles.

C. M. Flynn:  You can use the discover search on our website to find full text articles and e-books. You can request books, DVDs, and more from the Five College catalog. Items usually arrive at Young Library the next day. And our inter-library loan service provides access to books and articles from libraries around the world.

Speaker 1:  So, what if I need to talk to a librarian?

Maria Rao:  Sure, I can help you contact the librarian on call, or you can make an appointment with a librarian in your subjects area. Use the Ask us button on the website to ask any questions you might have.

Speaker 6:  I heard that Maya Lin's mother, Julia Chang Lin, went to Smith. Does she have papers in the archives?

Speaker 7:  Yeah, I used to love going to the archives. Where are the special collections now?

Maureen C.:  Did you ask about special collections? I can help with that.

The special collections are located on the second floor of Young Library. You can come in any time to view materials from the college archives, Mortimer Rare Book collection, and the Sofia Smith Collection of Women's History.

Speaker 1:  I need to find a place to study with my friends. Where should I go?

Brendan O.:  I can help with that. There are some new study spaces here but if you're looking for more options, you can use SmithScape. We our SmithScape app, you can search over 70 spaces on the Smith campus to look for quiet study areas or places that are great for collaboration such as the Knowledge Lab in Seelye Hall.
Speaker 1: We'll need whiteboards and outlets to charge our computers.

Brendan O.: Oh, no problem. SmithScape even lets you filter spaces by resources available, like whiteboards, outlets, printers, and more.

C. M. Flynn: Just remember, our libraries are here to help you on your academic journey.

Group 1: Just ask us.

Group 2: Just ask us.

Group 3: Just ask us.